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       I'm not a runner, and I always dreamed about just throwing on my
sneakers and really knocking everyone's socks off with my joy of
traversing the world by foot. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I wear a lot of boyish stuff, but I prefer to throw a fur coat on top just for
the hell of it. 
~Mackenzie Davis

The first two or three movies I did, I'd be around famous co-stars and
totally pretend like I didn't care, but inside, I was shaking. I've been
weaning myself off that. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I'm probably less volatile and tempestuous than a lot of Aries, but I
think I'm probably quite loud and outgoing and passionate. Maybe a bit
difficult or stubborn. 
~Mackenzie Davis

Feminism is rooted in racial rights and gender rights, and all of those
things intersect, and to say that that's not something you can stand
behind - it confuses me. I think it's a really great word. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I think Julianne Moore is the most radiantly beautiful human being and
isn't messing with nature too much. She seems like a woman who
treats her body like a temple. I cannot relate to that! 
~Mackenzie Davis

I'm always surprised when actors say they don't like sex scenes. It's
like a freebie. It's fun to make out with someone. So yes, thumbs up on
that. 
~Mackenzie Davis
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If I had criteria, it would just be that I want to play active people who
can solve problems, not people who have things thrust in their lap and
need somebody to solve their problems for them. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I love Thanksgiving. In Canada, we don't really have a lot of history with
Thanksgiving, and it's a holiday devoted to food, and that warms the
cockles of my being. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I've just sort of jumped into relationships and moved in with people way
too soon. 
~Mackenzie Davis

It's a hard thing to explain to other people because it sounds very
superficial and nepotistic, but doing the interview is actually a very
deep, dream-fulfilling aspect of relationship. 
~Mackenzie Davis

Nobody knows the world of emotion I'm inhabiting right now. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I'm getting rid of this idea that you want people to like you. I'm making
decisions on what feels right to me. To act in a more carnal way. That's
my challenge. 
~Mackenzie Davis

A weird thing about being an actress is that shooting movies doesn't
feel like watching movies. It feels like being in a warehouse. 
~Mackenzie Davis

It's pretty rare that I watch a movie now without seeing the script in a
way that I hate, where I can see the stage directions and the choices
that the actors are making. 
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~Mackenzie Davis

I just think 'Broad City' - Comedy Central's answer to 'Girls' - is the best
thing that's been put on television in years. It's amazing. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I've been lucky to work consistently on women who I think are
interesting, fleshed out, and strong and active participants in their
destiny. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I think more than anything, I think I'd really like to start producing and
be in charge of the stuff that I want to see in the world and the stuff that
interests me. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I fall in love with something and wear it every day until it's destroyed.
My most treasured items have a very short shelf life because I love
them too much. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I do a lot of thrifting, but I don't go shopping in a concerted way very
often. I find things by accident that I can't talk myself out of, like
armadillo purses. 
~Mackenzie Davis

'Breathe In' was such a big deal for me. It was my first anything. Before
that, I was going through 'Backstage Magazine' and applying for
student films. 
~Mackenzie Davis

How you choose to present yourself to the world shows what's
meaningful to you - and what you want others to think is meaningful to
you. 
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~Mackenzie Davis

I went to Europe and, as I've been told, ate my way out of a career. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I've been really lucky that I've been exposed to a lot of lovely, talented
people who are not jerks and I would like to continue that streak. 
~Mackenzie Davis

My good friend once said, "You guys think you're the stars in your own
movie." 
~Mackenzie Davis

One of the reasons I don't do social media is that I like the feeling that if
somebody asks me for a picture on the street, I don't have to say yes. 
~Mackenzie Davis

Our relationships with our computers are almost sexual, they're so
close. They're just such a huge part of our lives. 
~Mackenzie Davis

Actresses are required to perform the epitome of a certain type of
femininity. 
~Mackenzie Davis

I wanted to be Beetlejuice. I watched nonstop 'Beetlejuice' and 'The
Princess Bride' growing up. 
~Mackenzie Davis
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